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Abstract
Model selection is linked to model assessment, which is the problem of
comparing different models, or model parameters, for a speciﬁc learning
task. For supervised learning, the standard practical technique is cross-
validation, which is not applicable for semi-supervisedand unsupervised
settings. In this paper, a new model assessment scheme is introduced
which is based on a notion of stability. The stability measure yields an
upper bound to cross-validation in the supervised case, but extends to
semi-supervised and unsupervised problems. In the experimental part,
the performance of the stability measure is studied for model order se-
lection in comparison to standard techniques in this area.
1 Introduction
One of the fundamental problems of learning theory is model assessment: Given a speciﬁc
dataset, howcanonepracticallymeasurethegeneralizationperformanceofamodeltrained
to the data. In supervised learning, the standard technique is cross-validation. It consists in
usingonlya subsetofthedatafortraining,andthentestingontheremainingdatainorderto
estimate the expected risk of the predictor. For semi-supervised and unsupervisedlearning,
there exist no standard techniques for estimating the generalization of an algorithm, since
there is no expected risk. Furthermore, in unsupervised learning, the problem of model
order selection arises, i.e. estimating the “correct” number of clusters. This number is part
of the input data for supervised and semi-supervised problems, but it is not available for
unsupervised problems.
We present a common point of view, which provides a uniﬁed framework for model as-
sessment in these seemingly unrelated areas of machine learning. The main idea is that an
algorithm generalizes well, if the solution on one data set has small disagreement with the
solution on another data set. This idea is independent of the amount of label information
which is supplied to the problem, and the challenge is to deﬁne disagreement in a mean-
ingful way, without relying on additional assumptions, e.g. mixture densities. The main
emphasis lies on developing model assessment procedures for semi-supervised and unsu-
pervised clustering, because a deﬁnitive answer to the question of model assessment has
not been given in these areas.
In section 3, we derive a stability measure for solutions to learning problems, which al-
lows us to characterize the generalization in terms of the stability of solutions on different
sets. For supervised learning, this stability measure is an upper bound to the 2-fold cross-validation error, and can thus be understood as a natural extension of cross-validation to
semi-supervised and unsupervised problems.
For experiments (section 4), we have chosen the model order selection problem in the
unsupervised setting, which is one of the relevant areas of application as argued above. We
compare the stability measure to other techniques from the literature.
2 Related Work
For supervised learning problems, several notions of stability have been introduced ([10],
[3]). The focus of these works lies on deriving theoretical generalization bounds for su-
pervised learning. In contrast, this work aims at developing practical procedures for model
assessment, which are also applicable in semi- and unsupervised settings. Furthermore, the
deﬁnition of stability developed in this paper does not build upon the cited works.
Several procedures have been proposed for inferring the number of clusters of which we
namea few here.Tibshiraniet al. [14] proposetheGapStatistic that is applicableto Euclid-
ian data only. Given a clustering solution, the total sum of within-cluster dissimilarities is
computed. This quantity computed on the original data is compared with the average over
data which was uniformly sampled from a hyper-rectangle containing the original data.
The
￿
which maximizes the gap between these two quantities is the estimated number of
clusters. Recently, resampling-based approaches for model order selection have been pro-
posed that perform model assessment in the spirit of cross validation. These approaches
share the idea of prediction strength or replicability as a common trait. The methods ex-
ploit the idea that a clustering solution can be used to construct a predictor, in order to
compute a solution for a second data set and to compare the computed and predicted class
memberships for the second data set. In an early study, Breckenridge [4] investigated the
usefulness of this approach (called replication analysis there) for the purpose of cluster
validation.Althoughhis work does not lead to a directly applicable procedure,in particular
not for model order selection, his study suggests the usefulness of such an approach for
the purpose of validation. Our method can be considered as a reﬁnement of his approach.
Fridlyand and Dudoit [6] propose a model order selection procedure,called Clest, that also
builds upon Breckenridge’s work. Their method employs the replication analysis idea by
repeatedly splitting the available data into two parts. Free parameters of their method are
the predictor, the measure of agreement between a computed and a predicted solution and
a baseline distribution similar to the Gap Statistic. Because these three parameters largely
inﬂuence the assessment, we consider their proposal more as a conceptual framework than
as a concrete model order estimation procedure. In particular, the predictor can be chosen
independent of the clustering algorithm which can lead to unreliable results (see section
3). For the experiments in section 4, we used a linear discriminant analysis classiﬁer, the
Fowlkes-Mellowsindexforsolutioncomparison(c.f.[9, 6]) andthe baselinedistributionof
the Gap Statistic. Tibshirani et al. [13] formulated a similar method (Prediction Strength)
for inferring the number of clusters which is based on using nearest centroid predictors.
Roughly, their measure of agreement quantiﬁes the similarity of two clusters in the com-
puted and in the predicted solution. For inferring a number of clusters, the least similar
pair of clusters is taken into consideration. The estimated
￿
￿
is the largest
￿
for which the
similarity is above some threshold value. Note that the similarity for
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
is always above
this threshold.
3 The Stability Measure
We begin by introducing a stability measure for supervised learning. Then, the stability
measure is generalized to semi-supervised and unsupervised settings. Necessary modiﬁca-
tions for model order selection are discussed. Finally, a scheme for practical estimation of
the stability is proposed.Stability and Supervised Learning The supervised learning problem is deﬁned as fol-
lows. Let
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A measure of the stability of the labeling function learned is derived as follows. Note that
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We call the second term the stability of the predictor
+ and denote its expectation by
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stability cost to stress the fact that
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and large values of
Y mean large instability. Taking expectations with respect to
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By eq. (3), the stability deﬁned in (2) yields an upper bound on the generalization error.
It can be shown that there exists a converse upper bound, if the minimum is unique and
well-separated, such that
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Note that the stability measures the disagreement between labels on training data and test
data, both assigned by
+ . This asymmetry arises naturally and directly measures the gen-
eralization performance of
+ . Furthermore, the stability can be interpreted as the expected
empirical risk of
+ with respects to the labels computed by itself (compare (1) and (2)).
Therefore, stability measures the self-consistency of
+ . This interpretation is also valid in
the semi-supervisedandunsupervisedsettings. Practical evaluationof the stability amounts
to2-foldcross-validation.Noimprovementcanthereforebeexpectedinthisarea.However,
unlike cross-validation, stability can also be deﬁned in settings where no label information
is available. This property of the method will be discussed in the remainder of this section.
Semi-supervised Learning Semi-supervised learning problems are deﬁned as follows.
The label
￿
￿
of an object
￿
￿
might not be known. This fact is encoded by setting
￿
￿
￿
; , since
; is not a valid label. At least one labeled point must be given for every class.
Furthermore,for the present discussion, we assume that we do not have a fully labeled data
set for testing purposes.
There exist two alternatives in deﬁning the solution to a semi-supervised learning problem.
In the ﬁrst alternative, the solution is a labeling function
+ deﬁned on the whole object
space
$
as in supervised learning.Then, the stability (eq. (2)) can be readily computedand
measures the conﬁdence for the (unknown) training error.
The second alternative is that the solution is not given by a labeling function on the whole
object space, but only by a labeling function on the training set
￿ . Labeling functionswhich are deﬁned on the training set only will be denoted by
￿ to stress the difference. The
labeling on
￿ will be denoted by
￿
￿
R , which is only deﬁned on
￿
. As mentioned above,
the stability compares labels given to the training data with predicted labels. In the current
setting, there are no predicted labels, because
￿ is deﬁned on the training set only. One
possibility to obtain predicted labels is to introduce a predictor
￿
, which is trained using
￿
￿
￿
￿
R
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to predict labels on the new set
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=
. Leaving
￿
as a free parameter, we deﬁne the
stability for semi-supervised learning as
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Of course, the choice of
￿
inﬂuences the value of the stability. We need a condition on the
predictionstep to select
￿
. First notethat (4)is the expectedempirical risk of
￿
with respect
to the data source
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. Analogously to supervised learning, the minimal attainable
stability
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measures the extent to which classes overlap, or how consistent
the labels are. Therefore,
￿
should be chosen to minimize
Y
￿semi
￿
￿
￿
. Unfortunately, the
constructionofnon-asymptoticallyBayes optimallearningalgorithmsis extremelydifﬁcult
and, therefore, we should not expect that there exists a universally applicable constructive
procedure for automatically building
￿
given an
￿ .
In practice, some
￿
has to be chosen. This choice will yield larger stability costs, i.e. worse
stability, and can therefore not fake stability. Furthermore, it is often possible to construct
good predictors in practice. Note that (4) measures the mismatch between the label gener-
ator
￿ and the predictor
￿
. Intuitively,
￿
can lead to good stability only if the strategy of
￿
and
￿
are similar. Forunsupervisedlearning,as discussedin the nextparagraph,the choices
for various standard techniques are natural. For example,
￿
-means clustering suggests to
use nearest centroid classiﬁcation. Minimum spanning tree type clustering algorithms im-
ply nearest neighbor classiﬁers, and ﬁnally, clustering algorithms which ﬁt a parametric
density model should use the class posteriors computed by the Bayes rule for prediction.
Unsupervised Learning The unsupervised learning setting is given as the problem of
labelinga ﬁnite dataset
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. Thesolution
￿
￿
is againa functiononlydeﬁned
on
￿
. From this deﬁnition, it becomes clear that we again need a predictoras in the second
alternative of semi-supervised learning.
For unsupervised learning, another problem arises. Since no speciﬁc label values are pre-
scribed for the classes, label indices might be permuted from one instance to another, even
when the partitioning is identical. For example, keeping the same classes, exchanging the
class labels
￿
and
￿ leads to a new partitioning, which is not structurally different. In other
words, label values are only known up to a permutation. In view of this non-uniqueness of
the representation of a partitioning, we deﬁne the permutation relating indices on the ﬁrst
set to the second set by the one which maximizes the agreement between the classes. The
stability then reads
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Notethattheminimizationhastotakeplaceinsidetheexpectation,becausethepermutation
depends on the data
￿
K
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. In practice, it is not necessary to compute all
￿
￿
￿
permutations,
because the problem is solvable by the Hungarian method in
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
[11].
Model Order Selection The problem of model order selection consists in determining
the number of clusters
￿
to be estimated, and exists only in unsupervised learning.
The range of the stability
Y depends on
￿
, therefore stability values cannot be compared
for different values of
￿
. For unsupervised learning, the stability minimized over
￿
￿
￿ is
bounded from above by
￿
‘
￿
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, since for a larger instability, there exists a relabelingwhich has smaller stability costs. This stability value is asymptotically achieved by the
random predictor
￿
￿ which assigns uniformly drawn labels to objects. Normalizing
Y by
the stability of the random predictor yields values independent of
￿
. We thus deﬁne the
re-normalized stability as
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Resampling Estimate of the Stability In practice, a ﬁnite data set
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is given,
and the best model should be estimated. The stability is deﬁned in terms of an expectation,
which has to be estimated for practical applications. Estimation of
Y over a hypothesis set
b is feasible if
b has ﬁnite VC-dimension, since the VC-dimension for estimating
Y is the
same as for the empirical risk, a fact which is not proved here. In order to estimate the
stability, we propose the following resampling scheme: Iteratively split the data set into
disjoint halves, and compare the solutions on these sets as deﬁned above for the respective
cases. After the model having the smallest value of
Y is determined, train this model again
on the whole data to obtain the result.
Note thatit is necessarytosplit intodisjointsubsets, becausecommonpointspotentiallyin-
crease the stability artiﬁcially. Furthermore, unlike in cross-validation, both sets must have
the same size, because both are used as inputs to training algorithms. For semi-supervised
and unsupervised learning, the comparison might entail predicting labels on a new set, and
for the latter also minimizing over permutation of labels.
4 Stability for Model Order Selection in Clustering: Experimental
Results
We now provide experimental evidence for the usefulness of our approach to model order
selection, which is one of the hardest model assessment problems. First, the algorithms are
compared for toy data, in order to study the performance of the stability measure under
well-controlled conditions. However, for real-world applications, it does not sufﬁce to be
better than competitors, but one has to provide solutions which are reasonable within the
framework of the application. Therefore, in a second experiment, the stability measure is
compared to the other methods for the problem of clustering gene expression data.
Experiments are conducted using a deterministic annealing variant of
￿
-means [12] and
Path-Based Clustering [5] optimized via an agglomerative heuristic. For all data sets, we
average over
￿
; resamples for
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
; . For the Gap Statistic and Clest1
￿
; random
samples are drawn from the baseline. For Clest and Prediction Strength, the number of
resamples is chosen the same as for our method. The threshold for Prediction Strength is
set to
;
￿
￿
. As mentioned above, the nearest centroid classiﬁer is employed for the purpose
of prediction when using
￿
-means, and a variant of the nearest neighbor classiﬁer is used
for Path-Based Clustering which can be regarded as a mixture of Minimum Spanning Tree
clustering and Pairwise Clustering [5, 8].
We compare the proposedstability index of section 3 with the Gap Statistic, Clest and with
Tibshirani’s Prediction Strength method using two toy data sets and a microarray data set
taken from [7]. Table 1 summarizes the estimated number of clusters
￿
￿
of each method.
Toy Data Sets The ﬁrst data set consists of three fairly well separated point clouds, gen-
erated from three Gaussian distributions (
￿
￿
￿ points from the ﬁrst and the second and
￿
;
points from the third were drawn). Note that for some
￿
, for example
￿
￿
￿ in ﬁgure 1(a),
the variance in the stability over different resamples is quite high. This effect is due to the
model mismatch, since for
￿
￿
￿ , the clustering of the three classes depends highly on the
subset selected in the resampling.This means that besides the absolutevalue ofthe stability
1See section 2 for a brief overview over these techniques.Data Set Stability
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Table 1: The estimated model orders for the two toy and the microarray data set.
costs, additional information about the ﬁt can be obtained from the distribution of the sta-
bility costs over the resampled subsets. For this data set, all methods under comparison are
able to infer the “true” number of clusters
￿
￿
￿
￿
. Figures 1(d) and 1(a) show the clustered
data set and the proposed stability index. For
￿
￿
￿ , the stability is relatively high, which
is due to the hierarchical structure of the data set, which enables stable merging of the two
smaller sub-clusters.
In the ring data set (depicted in ﬁgures 1(e) and 1(f)), one can naturally distinguish three
ringshapedclusters thatviolatethemodelingassumptionsof
￿
-meanssinceclusters arenot
spherically distributed. Here,
￿
-means is able to identify the inner circle as a cluster with
￿
￿
￿
￿
. Thus, the stability for this number of clusters
￿
is highest (ﬁgure 1(b)). All other
methods except Clest infer
￿
￿
￿
￿
for this data set with
￿
-means. Applying the proposed
stability estimator with Path-Based Clustering on the same data set yields highest stability
for
￿
￿
￿
￿
, the “correct” number of clusters (ﬁgures 1(f) and 1(c)). Here, all other methods
fail and estimate
￿
￿
￿
￿
. The Gap Statistic fails here because it directly incorporates the
assumption of spherically distributed data. Similarly, the Prediction Strength measure and
Clest (in the form we use here) use classiﬁers that only support linear decision boundaries
which obviously cannot discriminate between the three ring-shaped clusters. In all these
cases, the basic requirement for a validation scheme is violated, namely that it must not
incorporateadditionalassumptionsaboutthegroupstructureinadataset thatgobeyondthe
onesof the clusteringprincipleemployed.Apart fromthat, it is noteworthythat thestability
with
￿
-means is signiﬁcantly worse than the one achieved with Path-Based Clustering,
which indicates that the latter is the better choice for this data set.
Application to Microarray Data Recently, several authors have investigated the possi-
bility of identifying novel tumor classes based solely on gene expression data [7, 2, 1].
Golub et al. [7] studied in their analysis the problem of classifying and clustering acute
leukemias. The important question of inferring an appropriate model order remains un-
addressed in their article and prior knowledge is used instead. In practice however, such
knowledge is often not available.
Acute leukemias can be roughly divided into two groups, acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) where the latter can furthermore be subdivided
into B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL. Golub et al. used a data set of 72 leukemia samples (25
AML, 47 ALL of which 38 are B-cell ALL samples)2. For each sample, gene expression
was monitored using Affymetrix expression arrays.
We apply the preprocessingsteps as in Golubet al. resulting in a data set consistingof 3571
genes and 72 samples. For the purpose of cluster analysis, the feature set was additionally
reduced by only retaining the 100 genes with highest variance across samples. This step
is adopted from [6]. The ﬁnal data set consists of 100 genes and 72 samples. We have
performed cluster analysis using
￿
-means and the nearest centroid rule. Figure 2 shows
2Available at http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cancer/2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 1: Results of the stability index on the toy data (see section 4).
the corresponding stability curve. For
￿
￿
￿
, we estimate the highest stability. We expect
that clustering with
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
separates AML, B-cell ALL and T-cell ALL samples from each
other.Withrespecttotheknownground-truthlabels,
￿
￿
C
￿
￿
￿
￿
ofthesamples(66samples)are
correctly classiﬁed (the Hungarian method is used to map the clusters to the ground-truth).
Of the competitors, only Clest is able to infer the “correct” number of cluster
￿
￿
￿
while
the Gap Statistic largelyoverestimatesthe numberof clusters. The Prediction strength does
notprovideanyreasonableresult as it estimates
￿
￿
￿
￿
.Note, thatfor
￿
￿
￿
￿ similarstability
is achieved. We cluster the data set again for
￿
￿
￿ and compare the result with the ALL –
AML labelingof the data.Here,
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
of thesamples (62 samples)are correctlyidentiﬁed.
We conclude that our method is able to infer biologically relevant model orders. At the
same time, a
￿
is suggested that leads to high accuracy w.r.t. the ground-truth. Hence, our
re-analysis demonstrates that we could have recovered a biologically meaningful grouping
in a completely unsupervised manner.
5 Conclusion
The problem of model assessment was addressed in this paper. The goal was to derive a
common framework for practical assessment of learning models. Starting with deﬁning a
stability measure in the context of supervised learning, this measure was generalized to
semi-supervised and unsupervised learning. The experiments concentrated on model or-2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 2: Resampled stability for the leukemia dataset vs. number of classes (see sec. 4).
der selection for unsupervised learning, because this is the area where the need for widely
applicable model assessment strategies is highest. On toy data, the stability measure out-
performs other techniques, when their respective modeling assumptions are violated. On
real-world data, the stability measure compares favorably to the best of the competitors.
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